
  

MEMORANDUM 

 

 

To: Town of Palm Beach 

 Palm Beach Landmarks Commission 

 Palm Beach Planning, Zoning & Building Department 

 

From:  Palm Beach Theater Guild, Inc. 

 

Subject:  Violation of Town Landmarks Rules and Landmarked Status of Volk’s Playhouse 

    (Landmarks Case Number COA-22-003 and Zoning Case Number ZON-22-018) 

 

Date: February 15, 2022 

 

 In place of the historic, landmarked Poinciana Playhouse in Palm Beach, WS 

Development and INNOVATE Corp. are proposing to create a flexible-use event space renamed 

as the “INNOVATE Institute”, which apparently will promote a profile for the holding company 

INNOVATE Corp.  The applicants ask the Palm Beach Landmarks Preservation Commission to 

allow them to alter the historic Playhouse building by cramming retail shops, art galleries and 

commercial events into the Playhouse building, while impairing and altering the architecture, 

visual presence and historic cultural significance intended and designed by renowned Palm 

Beach and theater architect John Volk. 

 

 The application to alter and impair the landmarked aspects of the Poinciana Playhouse 

has been submitted to the Town of Palm Beach by INNOVATE Corp. and by RPP Palm Beach 

Property LP (“RPP”) (the “Applicants”).  RPP appears to be a related company or affiliate of 

mall developer WS Development.  The alterations that the Applicants seek are prohibited by the 

Town Code, by the Town’s Comprehensive Plan, by a 2007 court order and by a visionary and 

forward-looking March 6, 1979 Agreement with the Town (the “1979 Agreement”), an 

agreement that was put in place and honored by prior Town Councils in order to prevent the kind 

of relentless commercialization, intensification and destruction of architectural and cultural 

history and heritage that the Applicants now seek.  Among other alterations, WS Development 

and the Applicants wish to alter exterior walls, the scale and the historic and architectural 

significance and nature of the landmarked theater building, including by removing hundreds of 

theater seats and replacing them with retail and commercial uses that the Town has long 

disapproved of and prohibited in the Playhouse space. 

 

 Proper notice of the Applicants’ proposal was required to be given to neighboring 

residents, but this precondition for any approvals by the Town was not complied with, rendering 

the notice and application insufficient, misleading and unacceptable for Town or Landmarks 

approval.  Among the plans, documentation and details that were omitted from the Applicants’ 

Notice to the residents, for example, was the crucial description of what is actually intended for 

the “INNOVATE Institute” that Applicants seek to have supersede the renowned and historic 

Poinciana Playhouse theater.  The omitted disclosure by the Applicants is buried in a “Town 

Serving” exhibit that was not provided in the Notice that Applicants claim to have sent to Town 
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residents.  The “INNOVATE Institute” plan presented by Applicant INNOVATE Corp. reveals 

no expertise or background of the Applicant directed to theater or historic preservation.  The 

“INNOVATE Institute” plan ignores and abrogates the historic cultural vision shared by the 

Town and architect John Volk of an important “theater” of the scale and nature that Volk 

designed and that the Town landmarked and protected.  Instead, “INNOVATE Institute” plans an 

event space, “not exclusively limited” to theater use, as the law requires, “with a small format 

theater that caters to modest productions designed for smaller audiences.”  The “INNOVATE 

Institute” exhibit otherwise avoids reference to the required use of the Playhouse as a “theater” 

(but the exhibit at some length touts INNOVATE Corp. as a “platform” of “assets” that include 

the “largest steel fabrication and erection company in the USA”, a “broadcast station group” and 

a “life sciences” company whose “technologies” include a “revolutionary device to lighten and 

brighten skin”).  I understand from statements of the Applicant side that the altered Playhouse 

building’s 400 seats will be moveable or removable, an aspect of the plans of the Applicants that 

is not adequately disclosed in their application but that could be used to vitiate the nature of the 

landmarked Playhouse as a “theater”. 

 

 The event space that the Applicants and “INNOVATE Institute” intend, in the guise of a 

“cultural arts center” enshrouded in retail shops and art galleries, is in direct violation of the 

historic nature, utilization, significance and landmarked status of the Playhouse as a “theater” of 

scale and national and historic importance, located very deliberately on the intracoastal Lake 

Worth waterway and carefully designed by John Volk for its visual role and impact in the 

Poinciana Plaza, as shown by the copy of the February 21, 2007 Designation Report that 

accompanies this Memorandum (the “Designation”).  Further details of the historic significance, 

scale and contemporary intention and understanding of the Playhouse are contained in the copy 

of a March 1958 article in ‘The Social Spectator’ accompanying this Memorandum.  The article 

by Edwin Colin Dawson explains some of the historic context of the Playhouse as “America’s 

newest contribution to theater architecture”, notes its highly successful reception on its creation 

and states that Volk’s theater is “an architectural masterpiece with no peer in our contemporary 

American scene”.  The historically significant visual aspects of the Playhouse in relation to its 

setting, as designed by John Volk, are shown in the accompany photos of the Poinciana 

Playhouse and Poinciana Plaza from the Library of Congress collection. 

 

 The Landmarks Commission is entitled and required to consider Volk’s intended scale, 

utilization and historic significance of the Playhouse, pursuant to Chapter 154 of the Town Code, 

and the impact of the proposed alterations on the architectural and historical integrity of the 

structure, particularly in light of the demolition of walls and other features proposed by the 

Applicants.  The Commission is not required to accept a shallow, superficial and narrow 

interpretation of landmarks, historic significance and architecture as little more than surface 

aesthetic preferences and appearances.  The Applicants’ proposed changes to the Playhouse will 

alter the configuration of the west wall and other walls of the building, will alter the size and 

appearance of the façade, will extend and add features, will remove architectural details and will 

threaten the scale of the building.  Even if some alterations are allowable, the resulting structure 

will still be required to be used only as a “theatre”. 

 

 In addition to notice and disclosure to residents, the Applicants’ application should be 

“comprehensive”, but it does not disclose the complete plans and material information of the 
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Applicants, including in regard to the regional magnet restaurant they apparently have in mind or 

the docks adjacent to the Playhouse building, which appear in a rendering published in a recent 

Town & Country article on the Poinciana Plaza (see accompanying copy).  The application also 

fails to adequately demonstrate and disclose the ownership, control, sustainability and interests 

of the Applicants and their plans.  In regard to ownership and control, for example, related 

parties of the Applicants may include commercial lessees and users of the Poinciana Plaza and 

may also include principals, supporters and investors of the Sterling Group, whose earlier 

proposal to demolish the Playhouse to build 30 five-story condominiums was strongly opposed 

and rejected by Town residents and the Town (see the accompanying exhibits).  In many ways, 

the Applicants’ current plan appears to be a retread of Sterling’s efforts to replace theater 

revenues with real estate and retail revenues, although after the ability to build condos was 

defeated, the “owner” group has admitted in the Applicants’ application that the 1979 Agreement 

requires that the Playhouse building be used as a “theatre of the performing and/or visual arts and 

for lectures or other special events”.  (Under the 1979 Agreement “visual arts” uses must be in a 

“theatre”, not an art gallery.)  Landmarks may or may not have overlapping authority with the 

Town and Town Council to do due diligence as to whether related parties of the Applicants will 

be benefitting from revenue sought to be derived by alterations the landmarked Playhouse.  

    

 The Applicants’ application has been submitted to the Town’s Landmarks Preservation 

Commission (the “Landmarks Commission”) in an apparent attempt to obtain a superficial gloss 

of “cultural” acceptability for a knowingly unlawful proposal, in advance of a March 9, 2022 

Town Council session that the Applicants and WS Development arrogantly seem to expect will 

result in the Council on the spot abrogating the law, the landmarked status of the Playhouse and 

the cultural heritage of Palm Beach.  This Memorandum is submitted to the Town of Palm Beach 

and to the Landmarks Commission and Planning, Zoning & Building Department (“Planning & 

Zoning”) in connection with the Applicants’ highly questionable application, which is pending 

under Landmarks Case Number COA-22-003 and Zoning Case Number ZON-22-018 (the 

“Application”).  Background on the expertise and standing of the Palm Beach Theater Guild, Inc. 

and its supporters is set forth in exhibits accompanying this Memorandum. 

 

 The Town’s Planning, Zoning & Building Department has submitted a PZ&B Staff 

Memorandum dated February 16, 2022 to the Landmarks Commission in regard to the 

Applicants’ Application (the “P&Z Memorandum”).  In a shockingly improper move, the Staff 

Memorandum attempts to preempt and abrogate the 1979 Agreement and to coach and prompt 

the Landmarks Commission to ignore the law.  In this apparent attempt to aid a favored 

developer and Applicant group, Planning & Zoning staff make a number of false and misleading 

statements.  The P&Z Memorandum tries to lead the Landmarks Commission to believe that the 

requirement in the 1979 Agreement that the Playhouse space will be “used…only for use as a 

theater” “will remain with the proposed programming” as a “fundamental condition”.  The P&Z 

Memorandum asserts in misleading fashion that “other clauses within the Agreement are largely 

no longer relevant to the 2022 Code and/or the property itself.”  To support this incorrect 

position, the P&Z Memorandum makes the circular argument that the alterations proposed in the 

Applicants’ own unapproved Application are themselves reasons that make aspects of the 1979 

Agreement “largely no longer relevant”, including alterations characterized as “the voluntary 

demolition, restoration and reconstruction that results in the demolition of more than 50% of an 

exterior wall (or roof).”  In another misleading reference, the P&Z Memorandum does not 
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disclose that “subsequent 19 amendments” to the 1979 Agreement are not the kind of major 

amendment that might be implied, but rather were almost entirely provisional amendments to 

allow parking in West Palm Beach or other parking arrangements.  The P&Z Memorandum not 

only improperly disdains the 1979 Agreement, the Code and Comprehensive Plan, it also 

contravenes the Deed for the property and a 2007 court order that requires that the Playhouse be 

“maintained and operated” as a theater, and the P&Z Memorandum is inconsistent with the 

views of the Town extending back to the time of a May 2005 letter from Town Attorney John 

Randolph (see accompanying exhibit copies). 

 

 The P&Z Memorandum states an improper, false conclusion in aid of the Applicants that 

is simply wrong and indefensible.  The Memorandum states, in regard to the still visionary and 

forward-looking 1979 Agreement that has protected the historic and cultural heritage of Palm 

Beach:  “It is for this reason, along with the passing of over 40 years since the Agreement’s 

inception that the applicant seeks to create a properly updated document to rely on for future 

purposes.”  This conclusion promoting the interests of the Applicants is incorrect and improper 

and should not have been indulged in by Planning & Zoning. 

 

 References and incorporation of the record and exhibits in this Memorandum refer to and 

incorporate all of the documents submitted by the Applicants as part of the Application, as well 

as the public record of the Town Code, Comprehensive Plan and minutes, proceedings and other 

records of the Town of Palm Beach, the Town Council and the judicial and adjudicative 

authorities that have considered the Poinciana Playhouse and Poinciana Plaza.  Additional 

exhibits are also submitted in connection with this Memorandum.  

 

 The Applicants’ Application fails to meet Town landmark standards and admittedly 

violates the Town Code, Comprehensive Plan, 1979 Agreement and applicable law and must be 

rejected by the Landmarks Commission. 
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EDWAllD COLIN DAWSON

Eeterior view of the magnificent new Roual. Poinciana Plauhouse in Palan. Beach, The [our su.pm'b
statues gmcing the Regency style Jacad/!. depiot. the joU?' seasons, and weT urot,uht from ltc~ly,

THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION of a new professional theatre In the United S'tates has become such

a rarity that to delve into the archives and put your finger on the last building designed specifically for the living

theatre would be a research project in itself.

It would probably take you back at least thirty years and you would find yourself involved in the dreams of

Joseph Urban or Norman Bel Geddes, if not in the revolutionary fantasies of Sir Edward Gordon Craig-magnificent

conceptions on a drawing board-but where, in the United States, did the actual theatre come into being?

Barn theatres for the summer circuit have cropped up in almost every state in the union, but these have involved

little more than clearing out the bull pen and adding a few wooden benches or, in the more posh barns, moth-

eaten plush seats from a condemned movie palace,

True, scenic artist Alexander Wycoff designed the interior and stage appurtenances for the new barrilike theatre

at Ogunquit, Maine, in 1937, But it is a wooden structure that has none of the outward charm achieved. for example.

in the Colonial facade of America's oldest summer playhouse. the Lakewood Theatre of Skowhegan, also in Maine,

which was built in 1901. .

You have to set your compass south from Skowhegan and travel almost the full depth of the United States and

span fifty-seven years to find the new building that was conceived as a theatre, designed as a theatre, and con-



America's newest contribution to theat-

rical architecture, an art in itself dating

back to the amphitheatre of Dionysus

where Aeschylus produced the first play in

511, B.C., is the Royal Poinciana Playhouse

in Palm Beach, Florida.

As an architectural masterpiece with no

peer in our contemporary American scene,

the Royal Poinciana Playhouse is the crea-

ion of architect John Volk, whose breath-

takingly beautiful structures during the

past thirty-odd years have focused the

attention of art lovers the world over on

the magnificent homes, public buildings and

industr-ial projects of Florida, Jamaica and

the Bahamas that bear his stamp.

Apart from its architectural excellence,

the Royal Poinciana Playhouse also rep-

resents a considerable feat in calculated

rapid construction.

On the day that Russia launched its first

sputnik, October 4, 1957, an event that cast

a shadow of terror over the nations of the

world as they reeled under the impact of

realizing the enormity of Soviet scientific

advance, the ground was broken in a quiet

ceremony for the foundation of the Play-

house, a contribution to America's cultural

growth.

Yet, one day short of four months later,

on February 3, 1958, expedited by John

Volk and the contracting firm of Wiggs &

Rogal Poinciana Plaghouse, Pahn Beach
.;;~..;cted as a theatr-e to enrich the cultural

!!ie of the fabulous community which it

serves.

John L. Volk, distinguished architect,
whose many fine homes and buildings in
Palm Beach hrwe been c1'ownecl by a
supe'l" nwste?'1Jiece, the Royal Poincioma

PlcLlIhouse.

Maale Construction Co., Inc. the curtain

rose on the grand opening of the Royal

Poinciana Playhouse, its Regency elegance

highlighting the tropical scene-and land-

scaped down to the last acacia tree, with

the added touch of a rock garden near the

entrance.

John Volk has been beautifying the

architectural face of Palm Beach since

1930 when he broke with the traditional

but anachronistic Spanish and Italian

styles, introduced by Addison Mizner, and

I-nterior of the PZC£lIho1!Seshowing the accoustical. Cu1've above the 1J1'oscenium which
is followed by the C?L?·tcLin.

designed the first white-roofed Colonial

manor, "The Plantation," home of Byron

Chandler. He introduced Georgian archi-

tecture to Palm Beach when he designed

the house for Col. Edward J. Donovan, now

the home of Thomas Shevlin.

There is not space enough to include all

the architectural masterpieces of John

Volk; Florida alone has more than a

thousand structures which he designed and

built. But those who have sought him out

to dcs.gn their homes are testimony in

themselves to the esteem in which he is

held. They include the Marquis De Cuevas,

Vincent Bendix, Herbert Pultizer, Ronald

Balcom, Robert Shepard, Charles E. Davis,

Mrs. J. Jay O'Brien, Sydney Vere-Smith,

Kenneth Smith, John S. Phipps, Count

Seherr-Thoss, George B. Storer, Delmar

Kroehler, Edward B. McLean, Henry Ford

II, Mrs. Robert Tarrant, Carleton R. Dodge,

Col. Robert McCormick, Clifford Brokaw,

George F. Baker, Jr., and Don Kelley.

One of his foremost achievements is the

beautiful Horseshoe Plantation, residence

of Mrs. George F. Baker in Tallahassee,

widely acclaimed for its classic charm.

When you see John Volk for the first

time you might mistake him for a dour
Scotsman-the pensive frown as he ponders

a problem, the heavy tweed jacket, the
black thorny briar pipe almost always in

his hand. But when you meet him and see

the sharp clear eyes, the broad friendly

smile as he modestly, but authoritatively,

explains one of his projects, you know there

is nothing dour about him.

And if his sturdy stature may have sug-

gested a hardy Scots highlander, you have

another surprise, for John Volk's ante-

cedents were all Austrian; he himself was
born in Austria, though he has lived in
America most of his life, and was educated

at Columbia University and the Beaux Arts
in New York. If you expect a trace of

foreign accent, you will be disappointed,

for his speech is that of the cultured New

Yorker, with none of the spurious affec-
tations.

In undertaking the design of the Royal

Poinciana Playhouse, John Volle was no

neophyte to theatrical architecture. He

worked on the designs for the Rivoli and

Capitol theatres in New York, and one of

his first commissions in the 1920's was the

completion of the 5000-seat Mecca Temple,

now the New York City Center, housing
musicals, operas and operettas.

It was John Volk also who was called in
by Bessemer Properties to convert the huge

conservatory of the Royal Poinciana Hotel

-left standing as a landmark when the

world-famous hotel was torn down-into a

modern television studio and a 500-seat

theatre for the former Palm Beach Play-
house company.

Though the Palm Beach Playhouse was
unique in its gay tropical interior decor, its

amphitheatre shape and its semi-circular

stage, its seating capacity through the
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years became inadequate with the growth

of the resort.

With plans already in advanced stages

for his new Royal Poinciana Shopping

Plaza, adjacent to the old playhouse, John

Volk suggested to James F. Riley of Besse-

mer Properties that, rather than attempt

. to redesign the old playhouse, a new play-

house with every modern facility and con-

venience would greatly enhance the mag-

nificent lake front development and provide

Palm Beach with an attraction worthy of

its international reputation.

Bessemer Properties and Frank J. Hale,

new lessee of the old playhouse, saw the

wisdom of John Volk's suggestion, and the

Royal Poinciana Playhouse was commis-

sioned, at a cost exceeding one million and

a half dollars.

Rising from the water's edge at the head

of the fountained Mall which is lined with

the fabulous shops of the Royal Poinciana

Plaza, the new Playhouse presents an in-

spiring tribute to an architect's vision.

John Volk has once more created a master-

piece of exquisite line and form.

He chose the Regency style of. the early

nineteenth century for both the Playhouse

and the Plaza buildings because of its clean

simple lines, its uncluttered planes, its

dignified Roman columns and' its spacious

doorways, archways and windows.

Where most theatre buildings, including

many of Europe's most modern structures,

are marred by the ugly monolith created

by the towering block which houses the

scenery grid and fly gallery, John Volk has

terraced his building in graded planes so

that the lines of the scene loft integrate

with the over-all classic design .

The interior of the Playhouse is of the

stadium-type, with the seats rising out-

wardly in a continuous parabolic curve from

the apron of the stage. The ceiling has two

separate planes and, over the proscenium,

is shaped in an accoustical curve which

provides a sounding board to carry voices

from the stage to every area of the theatre

with equal sensitivity. Mr. Volk chose

Empire for the interior decor, combining

rich red or "royal purple" with white and

gold. Above the loggia and boxes the ceiling

is lighted by Maria Theresa crystal

chandeliers imported from Europe.

The stage apron curves out into the

auditorium to provide an additional acting

.area such as used in Elizabethan theatres.

The apron can slide back to reveal an

orches tra pit for use in musical productions.

The front curtain follows the outward

curve of the stage apron and the accous-

tical curve in the ceiling, and its folds

can be regulated individually for special

effects. It is made of fibre glass and

weighs 800 pounds.

The auditorium contains 707 luxuriously

comfortable seats, spaced for a perfect view

of the full stage from any part of the house.

They are limited in number also so that,

where the average theatre allows 700 cubic

feet per person, the Royal Poinciana Play-

house patron is allotted 1200 cubic feet.

In the event the seating capacity of the

Playhouse should prove inadequate in the

future, foresighted Architect Volk has

designed the rear wall so that it may be

extended back to provide an area for 200

additional seats.

For the foyer of the Playhouse he chose

Early Victorian design, not to be confused

with the clumsy lines of Late Victorian,

and the color scheme is a delicate mauve

and gold. A silk flock wallpaper, specially

made for the Playhouse, decorates the

walls.

Beyond the foyer is the spacious Celebrity

Room where playgoers may dine before or

after the theatre and obtain refreshments

between the acts. The room is high-ceil-

inged and larger in itself than many Little

Theatres in the United Stat~s. A Venetian

scene populated with likenesses of person-

alities in the entertainment world is the

subject of a huge ceiling mural designed



for the Celebrity Room by artist Robert Bushnell.

Backstage, John Volk has created a theatrical pro-

ducer's dream world for Paul Crabtree, the Playhouse's

producing director, and a scenic artist's heaven for art

director Jim Riley, who aided Mr. Volk inestimably in

planning all the technical installations.

First is the space. The backstage area is deep enough

to handle three full-stage mobile scenery platforms so

that almost instantaneous scene shifts are possible

with a minimum crew. In addition, the most advanced

type of grid and counterweight system is installed in

the fly gallery to make the flying of scenery for scene

changes or storage effortless.

Another innovation is the scene shop and paint

shop, known only to stock company theatres of yester-

year. where scenery of Broadway caliber for any type

or size of production can be constructed.

In the ceiling of the auditorium is a concealed light

bridge which covers the full width of the theatre and

contains the lighting control room from which all

lighting effects can be adjusted electronically. There

are no catwalks and ladders up there to increase the

stage electrician's life insurance premiums. Architect

Volk has designed the system so that every light is

readily accessible from a fullsized passageway. Prob-

ably no other theatre in America has this innovation.

Behind the actual stage area, overlooking Lake

Worth, are suites of executive offices where president

Frank Hale and Paul Crabtree and their staffs can

enjoy the lake breezes while planning the productions.

Back here also are tiers of spacious luxurious

dressing rooms with every convenience for members
of the acting company, something so rare in theatrical

history that one might suspect John Volk of having

harbored histrionic ambitions at some time in his

career. The dressing rooms actually lead onto a wide

terrace where actors may relax in deck chairs over-

looking the lake.

A public address system ·carries the onstage voices

to the actors' dressing rooms so that actors can

relax between scenes without fear of missing their

cues. Also, closed-circuit television covers the onstage

action and gives the stage manager and the executive

offices upstairs a full-stage view of the production

at all times.

Certainly, like all his other artistic endeavors in
the broad field of architecture, the Royal Poinciana

Playhouse is a symbol of John Volk's genius, and a
monument to his forthright dedication to bringing

greater and lasting beauty into the lives of those who
have the privilege of knowing his works.

Photos : Top to bottom:

u. The Plauhou.ee ha« a. seating capacity of 7"07
luscurious «eate (top). The lighting control can
be seen recessed in the ceiling.

b. Production. shot showing the apron extending
i.nto the audito?·ium. The front level can be
removed for the orchestra. pit in 1nusical
productions,

c. The Celebrity Room showing a corner of the
ceiling mural.

Photo credits: Edw. D. Hipple

John L. Volk & Associates

206 Phipps Plaza

Palm Beach, Florida
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As Chairman of INNOVATE Corp., and as a full-time resident of Palm Beach for the past 
19 years, I am pleased to present the following information in support of a one-of-kind 
opportunity to put The Royal Poinciana Playhouse back to use as a best-in-class, multi-
use cultural and civic center dedicated to promoting Palm Beach’s history and 
community. Renamed the INNOVATE Institute, our goal is to host a myriad of events 
and groups including world-class performing arts (music, film, dance, etc.), corporate 
and economic-focused gatherings and conferences, Palm Beach civic and community 
group, as well as making the Institute available for those social occasions and events 
that demand a first-rate venue. We believe that when our vision for the INNOVATE 
Institute becomes a reality, the Institute will become a testament to and destination for 
the elevated quality, unique history and un-paralleled sense of community that makes 
Palm Beach so special.

INNOVATE Corp., listed on the New York Stock Exchange with the symbol “VATE,” is a 
platform of best-in-class assets in three key areas of the new economy: Infrastructure, 
Life Sciences and Spectrum. In addition to these exciting businesses, INNOVATE is 
dedicated to promoting an inclusive culture based on innovation, excellence, integrity, 
loyalty and merit. We believe that this culture will translate into the types and quality of 
events and programs that we will bring to the Palm Beach community throughout the 
entire year. We also believe that the Institute will provide numerous opportunities for
and we plan to schedule community-based events providing exposure to arts and 
cultural events to audiences that might not otherwise get such exposure. We think this 
is strongly aligned with the values that underpin what we do at INNOVATE.

I became Chairman of this exciting business in 2020 and set the strategic tone and 
direction at INNOVATE. My wife Jill and I have lived in Palm Beach for almost 20 years
and we raised our children here. During this time we have constantly strived to make 
our community a better place, supporting numerous local causes including education, 
health, children, preservation and more. We are pleased and excited to present this 
unique concept for The Royal Poinciana Playhouse and look forward to working with the 
Town to bring the INNOVATE Institute to life.

Very truly yours,

Avie Glazer

Serving the town of Palm Beach



(1) Source: The Jarvis Report 2016 (R2-Commissioned) and “Revolution in Aesthetic Medicine” (11-21-2015)      (2)     Based on studies from LifeSci Advisors (2019) and L.E.K. (2017) commissioned by MediBeacon

INNOVATE is a platform of Best-in-class assets 
in 3 key areas of the new economy:

Life Sciences
R2 Technologies: FDA-cleared 
revolutionary device to lighten and 
brighten skin in the $22 billion(1)

aesthetic dermatology market

MediBeacon: Developing the first 
real-time monitoring of kidney 
function, which has received 
“breakthrough device designation” 
from the FDA and is being developed to 
address a $7 billion(2) market

Spectrum
HC2 Broadcasting: One of the 
largest broadcast station groups in 
the US, owning 2.3 billion MHz POPs 
of spectrum

Infrastructure
DBM Global: Largest steel 
fabrication and erection company in 
the USA

PANSEND HC2 Broadcasting



Life Sciences
INNOVATE Corp. is dedicated to 
identifying and developing and promoting 
healthcare technologies and wellness 
lifestyles at Pansend Life Sciences.

Spectrum
INNOVATE Corp.’s Spectrum
assets serve urban neighborhoods 
and rural areas nationwide with 238 
free television stations providing 
up-to-date information to the public 
on local issues, events, and news, 
as well as entertainment.

Infrastructure
INNOVATE Corp. delivers efficient 
construction and local collaboration 
to create, restore and establish 
residential and commercial 
environments promoting public 
engagement at DBM Global.

INNOVATE Corp. brings this same commitment to community involvement at both the holding company 
level and at each of its operating segments to the Palm Beach community by establishing the 

"INNOVATE Institute" as a first-class civic and cultural center located at The Royal Poinciana Playhouse.

INNOVATE Corp. is uniquely positioned for community involvement



§ The Innovate Institute will breathe life 
back into The Playhouse as a best in class, 
dynamic year- round cultural arts center 
supporting a wide variety of philanthropic 
and community-service oriented uses 
through events and entertainment.

§ The space will be designed as a flexible, 
multi-purpose space with an eye towards 
providing the community with a range of 
programming and entertainment that will 
allow them to engage with the space as 
has never been done before.

§ The Innovate Institute’s programming is 
anticipated to include, but not exclusively limited 
to, live music performances, dance, theater, 
lectures, film festivals, children’s programming 
and art exhibitions, in addition to corporate 
events and once in a lifetime moments.

§ Innovate intends to usher the cultural arts 
center into the 21st century catering to the 
community with year-round, dynamic 
programming, by partnering with key local, 
regional and national organizations.



§ INNOVATE Corp. and the INNOVATE 
Institute is committed to serving the Town 
of Palm Beach and its residents

§ The INNOVATE Institute will work closely 
with local hotels and restaurants, 
hosting luncheons, weddings, cocktail 
events and gatherings.

§ The INNOVATE Institute will participate in 
Chamber of Commerce activities

§ The INNOVATE Institute will be listed in the 
Palm Beach directory

§ The INNOVATE Institute will actively 
participate and seek to recruit programs 
benefitting the local community

§ The INNOVATE Institute is committed to the 
civic, educational and charitable 
organizations on the island and will actively 
seek to host and participate in community 
philanthropic events

§ The INNOVATE Institute is committed to 
providing one-of-a-kind memorable 
events for attendees of its events

§ The INNOVATE Institute Calendar of 
Events will be set up to ensure we 
attract and host a wide variety of 
programs designed to appeal to the 
specific interests and needs of the Palm 
Beach community

The INNOVATE Institute will be a cultural arts center that is flexible at its core, with the ability 
to do music, live lectures, project film, art exhibitions, luncheons, and children’s programming, 
with a small format theater that caters to modest productions designed for smaller audiences. 
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Fw: Royal Poinciana Plaza
C;iworyl Moon tw council 04/09/2009 07:25 AM

f Peter B Elwell, Anne Boyles, John Page, Veronica Close, Joanna
Cunningham

Forwarded by Cheryl Kleen /PalmBeach on 04/09/2009 07 :28 AM - - - --

From: Linda Glazer <lindaglazer@mac.com>
TO: council@townofpalmbeach.com
Date: 04/08/2009 09:44 PM

Subjrect: Royal Poinciana Plaza

Dear esteemed Town Councilors and Mayor,

As a permanent resident of Palm Reach, I want to express my full support of the
redevelopment plans proposed by Sterling Palm Reach and their world class consultants
and designers.  I understand that you will be making an important decision regarding the
future of the Royal Poinciana Plaza on April 15` and I think it is imperative that the Town
moves the ball forward" and works with Sterling to ensure that we realize the following
benefits to our Town:

New performing arts center (built and endowed by Sterling)
Movie screening rooms
More than double the greenspace at the Plaza
Waterfront restaurant

Managed waterfront garden
New bike path under the bridge
Restored Volk buildings
Underground parking solutions
A dignified entrance to our Town
No more than 30 luxury residences

Rased on the overwhelming support of the Landmarks Commission, the vast majority of
community groups and my personal endorsement, I hope that you work with Sterling
and support the redevelopment of the Royal Poinciana Plaza.

Sincerely,

Linda Glazer



From: " Kassewitz, Joel" < Joel .kassewitz@credit- suisse.com>
To: < council@townofpalmbeach.com>
Date: 04/07/2009 03:31 PM

Subject:

Dear esteemed Town Councilors and Mayor,

I want to express my full support of the redevelopment plans proposed by Sterling Palm Beach
and their world class consultants and designers. I understand that you will be making an
important decision regarding the future of the Royal Poinciana Plaza on April 15 and I think it is
imperative that the Town "moves the ball forward" and works with Sterling to ensure that we
realize the following benefits to our Town:

Based on the overwhelming support of the Landmarks Commission, the vast majority of
community groups and my personal endorsement, I hope that you work with Sterling and
support the redevelopment of the Royal Poinciana Plaza.

Regards,

New performing arts center (built and endowed by Sterling)
Movie screening rooms
More than double the greenspace at the Plaza
Waterfront restaurant

Managed waterfront garden
New bike path under the bridge
Restored Volk buildings
Underground parking solutions
A dignified entrance to our Town
No more than 30 luxury residences

Joel Kassewitz
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340 ROYAL POINCIANA WAY
SUITE C 
PALM BEACH,  FL  33480

Current Principal  Place of Business:

Current Mailing Address:

236 FIFTH AVENUE
 9TH FLOOR
NEW YORK,  NY  10001  US

Entity Name: STONEY CLOVER LANE, LLC

DOCUMENT# M18000009320

FEI Number: 45-5519251 Certificate of Status Desired:

Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:

C T CORPORATION SYSTEM
1200 SOUTH PINE ISLAND ROAD
PLANTATION, FL  33324  US

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE:

Electronic Signature of Registered Agent Date

Authorized Person(s) Detail :

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under 
oath; that I am a managing member or manager of the limited liability company or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 605, Florida Statutes; and 
that my name appears above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE:

Electronic Signature of Signing Authorized Person(s) Detail Date

KATHRYN WIDDOES, ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FILED
Mar 11, 2021

Secretary of State
1702178422CC

JILL GLAZER VP 03/11/2021

 2021  FOREIGN LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ANNUAL REPORT

No

03/11/2021

Title AUTHORIZED MEMBER

Name GLAZER, KENDALL  

Address 236 FIFTH AVENUE
 9TH FLOOR   

City-State-Zip: NEW YORK  NY  10001

Title VP

Name GLAZER, JILL  

Address 195 VIA MARINA   

City-State-Zip: PALM BEACH  FL  33480

Title AUTHORIZED MEMBER

Name GLAZER, LIBBY  

Address 236 FIFTH AVENUE
 9TH FLOOR   

City-State-Zip: NEW YORK  NY  10001



The Palm Beach Theater Guild thanks all supporters
for our 2013-14 Season, including

A "triumph,"

"absoLutely magnificent,"
"one of the best events in Palm Beach"

The Palm Beach Theater Guild Presents

Jl Niqh: in P[orence
with the

P{orentine Camerata
Thank you for coming to the Guild's last show,

our April 23 "Night in Florence" featuring singers
performing favorite opera arias and images and

fashions of RenaissanceFlorence.
With "world class" performances, we told the story
of the invention of opera by 1600 in the gatherings of
the group called the Florentine Camerata and heard

arias from the centuries since. .

Barrie Ingham, of the Royal Shakespeare Company,
Broadway and the London stage and star of the Guild's

January production of "Keep Calm and Sing On" called it
"One of the finest evenings of entertainment I have
ever experienced anywhere in the world. The most

perfectly wonderful evening ... "
Learn about the Theater Guild's upcoming

events at our website pbtheaterguild.org or
call (561) 818-0170.



SIMON TAYLOR 

 

 Simon Taylor is a corporate, business, finance and intellectual property attorney.  His 

broad experience includes corporate and securities law, investment banking and venture capital, 

litigation, motion picture and theater financing and distribution, licensing and technology 

transfer and distribution, contract and commercial law and mergers and acquisitions.  Trained in 

the rigorous and demanding setting of general practice law firms in New York, he has worked in 

law and finance fields that include life sciences, biotechnology, medical devices, motion pictures 

and theater, information and computer technology, cleantech, manufacturing and other 

businesses and industries.  His law practice has included, for more than thirty years, extensive 

involvement in litigation and in international matters and transactions involving Japan, China, 

India, Latin America and Europe. 

 From 1988 to 2004, Simon was an attorney with the corporate, securities and general 

practice law firm Snow Becker Krauss in New York, which he joined as a partner and where he 

became of counsel in 1995, when he co-founded a venture capital industry advisory firm.  He 

formed his own law firm in July 2004 as an outgrowth of the practice he built at Snow Becker.  

Prior to Snow Becker, Simon was an attorney with Finley, Kumble, Wagner, then the largest law 

firm in the United States. 

Simon graduated from Columbia College at Columbia University in New York (Phi Beta 

Kappa, magna cum laude and John Jay Scholar) and from Harvard Law School.  He was born in 

England and grew up in California in Palo Alto and Lodi in the state’s Central Valley.  He 

resides in Palm Beach, Florida. 

Simon has been involved in a number of not-for-profit activities in the arts and 

community-based social services.  He is the President and Chairman of the Palm Beach Theater 

Guild.  He has also served as chairman of the board of an Off-Broadway theater and as a board 

member of an opera school and a regional opera company. 

 



                  PALM BEACH AND FLORENCE 
 
    Can’t we see in the Palm Beach community many of the 
forces and elements that made Renaissance Florence so fruitful 
in fostering the arts?  Can we take some lessons from Florence in 
the 1400s and 1500s to see how they cultivated arts in storied 
homes, studios, salons and social settings?  The Palm Beach 
Theater Guild will raise these lively (and fun) questions in a 
stimulating evening of cocktails and opera arias, our ‘Night in 
Florence with the Florentine Camerata.’   
    Our chosen focus for this gathering is the Florentine 

Camerata, a group of gentry, composers, 
writers and literati who met in notable 
houses in Florence and, by 1600, invented 
the art form of opera.  The first opera ever 
composed, ‘Dafne’ by Jacopo Peri (1598), 
is lost to us, but we have the second opera, 
‘Euridice’ by Peri and Giulio Caccini, 
which was created to be performed at the 
wedding of Marie de Medici to King 
Henry IV of France in 1600.  We’ll play 

parts of that opera and show images of the homes, personages 
and fashions of the time (see Peri above), followed by selected 
arias from the centuries since then, including transcendent 
favorites from operas by Mozart, Verdi and Puccini. 
    So join us for the story of the Camerata in Florence and the art 
form of opera that found its start there, an inspirational history 
challenging us in gatherings and activities in our community to 
pursue culture and cosmopolitan entertaining in social and 
cultural settings that can foster the performing and theater arts. 
 
Palm Beach Theater Guild, Palm Beach, FL, (561) 818-0170 
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